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Hot electrons in the interaction of femtosecond laser pulses with foil targets
at a moderate laser intensity
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Characteristics of hot electrons produced in the interaction of femtosecond laser pulses with foil targets were
investigated at a moderate laser intensity. Both outgoing and ingoing hot electrons from the femtosecond laser
plasma were studied. A collimated jet of outgoing hot electrons was observed in the target normal direction. An
ingoing energetic hot-electron beam was found in the laser propagation direction, while the low-energy ingoing
electrons spread into wider cone angle due to the collisional effects in the plasma and target material. These
observations were supported by three-dimensional Monte Carlo simulations. The hot-electron temperature
obtained from electron spectra and absorption experiments implies that resonance absorption is partially re-
sponsible for the generation of hot electrons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of short pulse ultraintense las
provides powerful tools to study relativistic laser-plasma
teractions and explore approaches to ignition of inertial c
finement fusion. For example, the fast ignition concept p
posed by M. Tabaket al. is one of the most promising way
@1#. One of the major physics issues to implement fast ig
tion is the generation and propagation of energetic hot e
trons in high-density plasmas. Recently, the energetic
electrons outgoing from plasmas were studied experim
tally and theoretically@2–7#. Hot-electron energies up to 10
MeV were observed in laser-solid interactions at an inten
of 331020 W/cm2 using petawatt laser system at LLNL@8#.
G. Malka and J. L. Miquel also studied relativistic electro
produced by interaction of relativistically intense laser pul
with solid targets@9#. The high energy of hot electrons wa
attributed toJ3B acceleration mechanism@10#. On the other
hand, hot electrons ingoing along the laser propagation
rection, which is directly related with fast ignition, were al
studied in detail@11,12#. M. Tatarakis et al. observed a
plasma at the back surface of a thin foil. This was believed
be formed by a collimated electron beam passing through
foil @13#. A more direct experiment was carried out using
transparent glass target coated with an aluminum layer.
ionization track induced by a beam of energetic hot electr
was clearly observed through the target@14,15#. P. A. Nor-
reys et al. observed a highly directionalg-ray beam with
energies above 10 MeV in the direction nearly opposite
the target normal direction. This indicated the generation
directional relativistic electron beam@16#. These experimen
tal results imply that the hot-electrons could be collimated
self-generated magnetic fields. The generation of h
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electron jet and the pinching of magnetic fields were rep
duced by particle-in-cell~PIC! simulations@17,18#.

Many mechanisms can produce hot electrons. In the in
action of intense laser pulses with sharp solid-vacuum in
face, the ponderomotive potential model and Brunel abso
tion model@19# play important roles. Other mechanisms su
as wake fields@20#, parametric instabilities@21,22#, B-loop
mechanism@23#, and propagating wave@24# are effective
when a large-scale preplasma is formed before the arriva
the main laser beam.

In this paper, we show that the well-collimated emissi
of hot electrons is not only generated at relativistic la
intensities, but also at a moderate laser intensity. The ang
distribution of the outgoing and ingoing hot electrons, t
electron energy spectrum, the generation mechanism, an
transport of hot electrons into cold target material are inv
tigated in interaction of femtosecond laser pulses with f
targets.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were carried out with a Ti:Sapphire la
system at the Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of S
ences. The laser has a 5 mJoutput energy in 150 fs pulses a
796 nm. Ap-polarized laser beam was focused by anf /5 lens
onto foil targets with an average intensity o
531015 W/cm2. The target was moved 0.5 mm per seco
so that the laser pulses interacted with a fresh target sur
for every shot. For some shots, a prepulse with 8% energ
the main laser pulse was applied to create a preplasma
which the main laser pulse interacted after a 50-ps de
time.

Figure 1 shows the experimental layout. In the first part
the experiments, the laser beam was focused ont
100-mm-thick aluminum foil at 45° to the target normal. A
six-channel electron spectrometer with 380 G perman
magnets was set in the normal direction to measure the e
tron energy distribution in the range of 7–500 keV@25#. LiF
detectors were used. Radiochromic films with aluminum
d-
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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ters, surrounding the plasma generated by the laser b
recorded the outgoing hot electrons escaping from
plasma at the front side of the target. A 4p calorimeter mea-
sured the laser energy absorption. A 2-mm-thick quartz c
inder inside the calorimeter blocked charged particles
x-ray emission. In order to study the ingoing hot electrons
the second part of experiments, 5-mm thin foil targets were
used. The ingoing energetic hot electrons along the la
propagation direction, after passing through the thin f
were recorded by a radiochromic film at the backside of
target. The incident angle was chosen to be 30°, becaus
energy absorption measurement showed a higher coup
efficiency at 30° incidence angle. The NaI detective syst
shown in Fig. 1 was used to measure the x-ray emission@26#.
This system has become our routine diagnostic not only

FIG. 1. Schematic of experimental setup. A 4p calorimeter was
used to measure the energy absorption. The laser energy was m
tored by the calorimeter outside the target chamber. The en
distribution and the spatial distribution of hot electrons ejected fr
the plasma were detected by an electron spectrometer and r
chromic films surrounding the plasma, respectively. The NaI sys
was used to monitor the intensity of x-ray emission, which provid
information on focal quality.
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study the hard x-ray emission, but also to monitor the fo
condition.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Thick foil experiments

1. Angular distribution of backward hot electrons

We used an aluminum filter assembly in front of the r
diochromic film to select the desirable electron energy ran
The radiochromic film recorded the electrons, ions, a
x-rays passing through the filter assembly. However, the s
sitivity of the film to charged particles is higher than that
photons. Previous ion measurements using CR-39 sho
that the maximum proton energy produced under the sa
conditions was less than 500 keV@27#, whose penetration
depth was about 4mm in aluminum material. Therefore th
ion contribution to the film exposure is negligible becau
the thickness of the aluminum filter used in our experime
was at least larger than 8mm. To check the effects of x-ray
on the film exposure, a calibration experiment was p
formed. Two permanent magnets were employed to rem
the electrons with energies less than 500 keV~see Fig. 3!.
Comparison of the exposure value of the film for the con
tions with and without external magnetic field showed th
the contribution of x rays was two-orders magnitude low
than that of hot electrons. This comparison ensured us
the exposure of the film was mainly caused by hot electro

Figure 2 shows the angular distribution of outgoing h
electrons with energies greater than 50 keV in the incid
plane. The electrons were generated byp-polarized laser ir-
radiation at a 45° incidence angle with a prepulse 50
before the main beam. The solid line in Fig. 2~a! is a mi-
crodensitometer trace of angular distribution of hot electro
produced from a 100-mm-thick aluminum foil. The dotted
line is a Gaussian fit. Each data point here represents
average of 30 shots. 0° on thex axis corresponds to the
backward direction of the laser beam. We can see that
outgoing electrons escaped from the plasma in the target
mal direction were well collimated.

The collimated electron jets observed here are very si
lar to the theoretical prediction obtained by H. Ruhlet al.
@17# and Y. Sentokuet al. @18# using PIC and Vlasov simu
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FIG. 2. ~a! The angular distribution of outgoing hot electrons with energies over 50 keV in the incident plane. The electron
generated byp-polarized irradiation at 45° incidence with a prepulse 50 ps before the main beam. The laser intensi
531015 W/cm2. The peak located at the normal direction (45°).~b! Sketch of the outgoing energetic electron emission in front of the tar
7-2
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HOT ELECTRONS IN THE INTERACTION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046407
lations. They found electron jets in the interaction
p-polarized laser irradiation incident at 30° and 45° on
fully ionized target with an underdense preplasma coro
The self-generated magnetic fields occurred simultaneo
and collimated the energetic hot electrons. A scaling law
the outgoing angle of the hot electrons determined by lat
canonical momentum conservation in boost frame coo
nates was proposed as

u85tan21FA11aIl2/101821

AaIl2/1018
tanuG , ~1!

whereu8 is the electron emission angle to the target norm
u is the laser incident angle,Il2 is the laser intensity in
W cm22 mm2, anda relates the mean longitudinal mome
tum to the laser intensity. Two simulations were made by
Ruhl using PIC and Vlasov simulations for nonrelativis
intensities and for relativistic intensities, respectively. Sub
tuting the simulation parameters used by the authors into
~12! in Ref. @17#, one can obtain a52.8310218

W21 cm2 mm22 for the case of a nonrelativistic intensit
anda51.25 W21310218cm2 mm22 for the case of a rela
tivistic intensity. We adopta52.8310218 W21 cm2 mm22

here for our case. From Eq.~1!, one can get an electro
emission angle of;3° to the normal direction under ou
experimental conditions. This value is very close to our
sult.

2. Electron energy spectrum

A typical hot-electron energy spectrum measured in
normal direction is shown in Fig. 3. The laser irradiated
aluminum foil at 45° incidence angle. The 8% prepulse
rived target surface 50 ps earlier than the main pulse. I
obvious that two groups of hot electrons were generate
the interaction. Fitted with the experimental data with Bo
zmann distribution, the effective temperatures are 10 and

FIG. 3. Typical energy spectrum of outgoing hot electrons m
sured in the normal direction produced in the laser-thick foil tar
experiments. The foil was irradiated byp-polarized laser at 45°
incidence with a prepulse of 50 ps separation time with the m
beam. The laser intensity was 531015 W/cm2. The two hot-
electron temperatures were obtained from exponential fit to the
perimental data.
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keV, respectively. The lower temperature is consistent w
the conventional resonant absorption scaling@21#, Th56
31025@ Il2(Wcm22 mm2)] 0.33 keV, which gives 9 keV for
the intensity 531015 W/cm2. The 66-keV hot temperature i
higher than the value given by ponderomotive potential
ergy scaling@10#. The scaling proposed by Beget al. @28#,
Th5100@ Il2/1017(W cm22 mm2)] 1/3 keV, gives a hot tem-
perature of 32 keV. This temperature value is different fro
our experimental value. However, taking the differences
the experimental conditions and the temperature meas
ment techniques into account, the two values are com
rable. (Ka x-ray spectra and bremsstrahlung spectra m
surement techniques were adopted by Beget al. The self-
generated magnetic fields may affect theKalpha
measurement technique@29#. Purely collisional interpreta-
tions of fast electron transport inKa emission experiments
will underestimate the number and energy of fast electr
@30#.!

3. Energy absorption measurement

Hot-electron generation is closely related to laser-plas
coupling processes. We carried out an energy absorption
periment to confirm the dominant energy absorption mec
nism. Initially we used two separate calorimeters with
mm diameter aperture to measure the scattered laser lig
The spatial distribution of scattered light was obtained
setting the calorimeters at different positions. We found t
nearly all of the light was reflected into a small solid angle
the specular direction when laser beam was incident
liquely without prepulses. This implies that short pulses
teract with a very thin skin layer less than a laser waveleng
However, the light was scattered into a wide solid an
when a prepulse was introduced. Therefore, the separ
calorimeter was replaced by a 4p calorimeter in the later
experiments. The 4p calorimeter collected all the scattere
light except the back-reflected light, which is only a fe
percent and thus negligible.

The absorption measurements conducted with 100mm-
thick aluminum foil target for both p-polarized and
s-polarized laser beams are shown in Fig. 4. A prepulse 50
before the main beam was introduced. The absolute abs
tion coefficient could not be obtained because the calor
eter was not calibrated. We can see the reflectivity dep
dence on incident angle for bothp- and s-polarized
irradiation. Similar results have been observed in absorp
experiments with picosecond laser-plasma interacti
@31,32#. The maximum absorption for ap-polarized laser is
at a 20° incidence angle. This corresponds to a plasma s
length of L;2l. These results indicate that the resonan
absorption plays an important role in the laser-plasma c
pling process. Other processes such as vacuum hea
@19,33#, etc., may also be responsible for the generation
hot electrons with higher energy.

B. Thin foil experiments

Outgoing hot electrons produced in laser-plasma inter
tions were ejected from the plasma after overcoming
charge separation potential. On the other hand, the in-go
hot electrons in the forward direction will be transported in
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Y. T. LI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 046407
the overdense plasma region and cold target region. Hot e
trons with higher energies can even pass through the
target.

We measured the angular distribution of ingoing electro
using radiochromic films with aluminum filter set at the ba
side of the foil target. Figure 5 shows the angular distrib
tions of the in-going hot electrons with energies greater t
30 keV. The targets were 5-mm-thick aluminum foils. The
incident laser intensity was 531015 W/cm2. The incident
angle was 30° and the light wasp polarized in these experi
ments. The dotted line and the dashed line in Fig. 5~a! denote
the results obtained with an 8% prepulse 50 ps before
main pulse and without prepulses, respectively. The 0° ox
axis corresponds the laser propagation direction. Nega
angle represents the angle clockwise from the laser prop
tion direction. From Fig. 5, we can see immediately that,~a!
the angular distribution of hot electrons for the case with
preplasmas is isotropic;~b! the hot-electron flux for the cas
with preplasmas is stronger than that without preplasmas~c!
the distribution of hot electrons for the case with preplasm
consists of two components. One is a very broad distribut

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the measured reflectance
p-polarized beam~square! and s-polarized beam~circle! with a
prepulse 50 ps before the main beam. Each point is the avera
several shots with the statistical error shown as error bar.
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which can be regarded as a uniform background. A p
distribution at 28° is superposed on the uniform bac
ground. Fitted with a Gaussian distribution~shown as solid
line!, the full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the peak is
24°, and the maximum emission is at28°. Compared with
the outgoing hot electrons, which emit in the normal dire
tion, the ingoing electrons are in the direction close to
laser propagating direction.

The ingoing hot electrons recorded by Radiochrom
films have to pass two regions: the plasma region and
cold target region. The physics processes are different
these two regions. In the plasma region, the main effects
hot-electron transport come from the self-generated elec
and magnetic fields apart from collisional effects. On t
other hand, in the cold target region, the collisions of h
electrons with target ions, bound and free electrons will le
to the direction change and energy loss. We employed a t
dimensional~3D! Monte Carlo code to calculate the tran
port of the energetic electron beam inside an aluminum f
The foil thickness was chosen to be 5mm, the same as the
foil target used in experiments. An electron source was se
be in the front surface of the foil. The electron number a
energy were recorded behind the foil. In the first simulatio
electrons with energies of 500, 80, and 30 keV were perp
dicularly injected into the foil, respectively. In the secon
simulation, the electron source with energy of 500 keV w
set to be isotropic. We divide the 2p space behind the foi
into many smaller annular zones. The differential solid an
for each zone is 2pd(cosu). Figure 6 shows the angula
distribution of electrons passing through the foil. In th
Monte Carlo simulations, both the electron energy spec
and spatial distributions were calculated. However, we
more interested in the angular distribution here, so the d
shown in Fig. 6, which represents the angular distributions
electrons, were obtained by integrating the whole elect
spectra in each annular zone. For the normal incidence in
first simulation, almost all of the 500 keV electrons fall in
the 0° annular zone. That is to say, these electrons rem
well collimated. However, the angular divergence increa
with the reduction of electron energy. Taking 80 keV ele
trons for example, only 46% of electrons fall into the 2

or

of
ngle as a
FIG. 5. ~a! Angular distribution of ingoing hot electrons with energies greater than 30 keV, measured at the backside of a 5mm-thick foil
target. The dotted line and dashed line are for the case with and without prepulse, respectively. A peak at28° with 24° FWHM is
superposed on a very broad uniform distribution for the case with prepulses. No such peak for the distribution without prepulses.~b! Sketch
of the hot-electron emission at the backside of the target for the case with prepulses. Low-energy electrons spread into wide a
uniform background of the higher-energy hot electrons.
7-4
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cone angle, shown as the open circles in Fig. 6. For
isotopic input in the second simulation, the distribution
mained isotropic within the range of angle 0°;70°. The
number of electrons falling into the range greater than 7
decreases because of their longer path in the target.

The emission direction of hot electrons is different f
different acceleration mechanisms. The resonance absor
produces electrons in the direction of electron density gra
ent, which is observed for the outgoing electrons in our
periments. Ponderomotive potential and wake field mec
nisms generate hot electrons along the laser propaga
direction. However, they are significant only for higher-las
intensities. No such longitudinal acceleration scheme pre
for our intensity of 531015 W/cm2. Both of the collisional
effects and the angular scattering processes in the pla
region and the cold target region are the main reasons fo
angular divergence of hot electrons. But these effects ca
explain the collimation of the hot electrons in the las
propagation direction. It is well known that the intense ele
tric fields and magnetic fields exist in laser-plasma inter
tions. These fields may play important roles in electron tra
port process into solid targets. J. R. Davieset al. considered
the transport of hot electrons using a relativistic Fokk
Planck equation. The proposed growth rate of the magn
field can be written approximately@30# as

]B

]t
;331022

h f a

d S I

l D 2/3

T ps21, ~2!

whereh is the resistivity inV• m, f a is the absorption frac-
tion, I is the laser intensity in W/cm2, d is the focal spot
diameter in micro,l is the laser wavelength in micro,B is
the self-generated magnetic field in T. The magnetic fi
increases to a large magnitude very rapidly. The role of
electric field is to reduce the kinetic energy of hot electro
On the one hand, the self-generated magnetic fields can

FIG. 6. The theoretical angular distribution of hot electrons
corded behind a 5-mm-thick aluminum foil obtained by 3D Monte
Carlo code. The circle is for an isotropic electron source (sho
35). u is the angle relative to the normal direction of aluminu
foil. For the collimated electron beams perpendicular to the foil,
divergence angles are wider for the lower-energy electrons.
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limate the electrons, on the other hand the propagation di
tion of electron beam can be changed or deflected if
fields are nonsymmetrical distributed. The direction of h
electrons is easily changed by any minor nonsymmetry
magnetic fields due to their light mass. Our previous opti
diagnostic experiments using laser probing showed a n
symmetrical plasma expansion@34#. The deflection of pro-
tons due to self-generated magnetic fields was also obser
E. Clark, etc., observed a ring structure of protons, and
ring center deviated about 10° from the target normal in
ultraintense laser-solid interactions@35,36#. The authors be-
lieved that the protons were deflected by magnetic fie
Another experiment to study the effects of plasma den
scale length on the direction of hot electrons showed that
electron beams were produced, and depending on the s
ture of the magnetic fields, the two electron beams co
change their direction or coalesce together while travers
such fields@37#. These analyses suggest that the hot electr
propagating through the solid target might be bent by
magnetic fields in the interaction region and the overde
region.

The x-ray measurements showed that the prepulses c
enhance the emission and energy of hot electrons dram
cally @26#. The hot-electron temperature deduced from
x-ray spectrum was about 10 keV for the case witho
prepulses. When a prepulse was used, the x-ray spec
presented a double Maxwellian distribution. A group of ele
trons was accelerated to a much higher energy~66 keV! mea-
sured by the electron spectrometer~Fig. 3!

Based on experimental results and theoretical calculat
the angular distribution of in-going hot electrons may
explained as follows. When the in-going hot electrons p
duced in the laser interactions pass through the plasma
gion, they are deflected by the self-generated magnetic fi
and tend to propagate in the laser propagation direction.
collisional effects in plasma region and in cold material
gion lead to the energy loss and broaden its angular distr
tion. The multiple scattering is not very effective for the h
electrons with higher energies, so they remain well dir
tional. However, the hot electrons with lower energies can
steered significantly due to the serious scattering, theref
they present as a uniform background.

We can see from the above analyses that the ingoing e
trons suffer serious scattering and are sensitive to the e
tromagnetic fields during transport in dense plasma and c
target material. More recently, a collimated proton beam w
up to 55 MeV energy was observed in petawatt laser plas
interactions@38#. It is not easy to deflect protons by coll
sions and electromagnetic fields due to their large ma
Thus, the trajectory of protons approximates a straight line
dense plasma. Furthermore, the efficiency of the ene
transfer of protons to nuclear fuel is much higher than tha
hot electrons. So protons may become one of competi
candidates as energy carrier in the fast ignitor concept s
ies.

IV. CONCLUSION

The angular distributions, energy spectrum of hot el
trons produced in the interaction of femtosecond laser pu

-
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e
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with the aluminum plasmas are investigated at a mode
intensity. A collimated jet of hot electrons is observed in t
target normal direction. The emission angle of the hot el
trons is in agreement with the angular scaling from the
nonical momentum conservation. However, the in-going
ergetic electron beam passing through the foil target
observed to be in the laser propagation direction. This m
be the result of the self-generated magnetic fields. The l
energy electrons, which spread into a wider cone angle
to the collisional effect in plasma and target material, pres
as continuous background. This process is supported by
s
uo

v.
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Monte Carlo simulations. The hot temperatures obtain
from the electron spectrum and absorption measurement
gest that resonance absorption might be partially respons
for the generation of hot electrons.
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